CCA Set to Host 2-day Intensive
Management BootCamp

JULY/AUGUST
2017

CCA’S MANAGEMENT BOOTCAMP IS
SET FOR OCTOBER 20 AND 21 IN OAKLAND, CA. THE PROGRAM WILL RUN
FROM 10:00 TO 5:00 ON FRIDAY AND
FROM 8:30 TO 3:00 ON SATURDAY.
The program, “How to Run a Drycleaning Plant
Easily, Efﬁciently, and Proﬁtably” is presented
by Management Expert Don Desrosiers.
The course will explore the necessity of monitoring labor and production. Attendees will learn
the basics of why you need to track information,
and then will explore how to put that information
to use. Included in the discussion will be calculating cost per piece, boosting productivity,
managing labor costs, and interpreting information.
Desrosiers will also include an introductory version of his proprietary tracking system,
FlightPlan, to help attendees understand the impact changes in operation can have on productivity. The program will also delve into time management, problem solving, and organizational skills.
“We consistently hear from members the need for more management training,” offered
Peter Blake, CCA Executive Director, “and we are excited to be able to bring this to our
membership. This is a ﬁrst of its kind program for our industry, and CCA members are
fortunate to have this opportunity. I think this program is critical for members who want to
run a more efﬁcient plant, and for those who want to increase their productivity and proﬁtability. It is designed for owners, production managers, and supervisors. This is a perfect
opportunity to invest in your staff -- and invest in your plant’s future success.”
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PR E S ID E N T ’ S ME S SA GE ...

Take Advantage, Get Involved!
THESE ARE INTERESTING TIMES
FOR CCA, DLI, AND THE WHOLE INDUSTRY! DLI AND CCA HAVE TAKEN
A BOLD STEP FORWARD IN ANSWER
TO OUR MEMBERS REQUESTS TO
CHANGE MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE, IMPROVE OUR COMMUNICATIONS VEHICLES, AND INCREASE
OUR ACCESSIBILITY.
This is one of the boldest ways we can say
to the membership: we listen to you, and we
want to constantly prove our worth. If you
Arik Levy, CCA President
take a look at the menu of services DLI and
CCA offer, it is amazing how many “new”
programs there are. The DLI Encyclopedia of Drycleaning is now not only online, but
is now available as an app so it is truly always there at a touch of your ﬁngers. DLI’s
professional Secret shopper program is one tremendous tool. We have featured it as
this month’s highlighted member beneﬁt. It is invaluable in evaluating how your store
or plant is performing. DLI and CCA e-bulletins for Monday Morning Marketing Tips,
latest industry news and events, and garments to watch out for come in almost weekly
to your e-mail inbox. Free websites and Great Impressions E-mail consumer newsletters are available to help you reach new customers and make signiﬁcant connections
with current ones. DLI certiﬁcations are now done online making them more accessible to all members. We highlighted that service last month -- so I hope you all took
advantage of your Certiﬁcation opportunity! The services are there, BUT, and that’s
a big but, you have to use them. You have to take advantage of what we offer you.
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The single most important piece of advice I can give you is to get involved. I am
President of CCA, and have been involved with Committees and CCA Meetings for
several years. I can honestly tell you I have done more for my business just by getting
to know my peers from around the state than you can even imagine. That interaction
with my peers has done so much for me and my business I can’t even genuinely express the beneﬁts. It has helped me learn how to make my membership pay for itself
10 times over. I can learn a great deal from the CCA workshops and the presenters,
but having a chance to interact with people who share my concerns, challenges, and
need for improvement is often times even more beneﬁcial.
At Board meetings, I have a chance to discuss industry pressures and challenges that
we all face, and learn how others are coping with them. I have a chance to express
my needs and have the associations try to develop programs to help me meet those
needs. You have that same ability. Get involved with CCA and DLI. We are always
looking for new Board Members and new people to get involved. Don’t lose sight of
the fact: this is truly your association. We are here for you, and we always welcome
input. Take advantage of what we have to offer and most importantly: Get involved!

Kevin Davis
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Bobby Patel
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Orange, CA
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M E ET I NG RE CA P...

CCA Members Learn Ways to Increase Sales
CCA’S
RECENT
WORKSHOP,
“10
WAYS TO INCREASE
SALES”, IN OAKLAND,
CA
WAS
HIGHLY
SUCCESSFUL WITH
ABOUT A DOZEN
CLEANERS
FROM
AROUND THE REGION.
CCA Executive Director,
Peter Blake, presented the
program which featured a great deal of discussion and a free ﬂow
of ideas from many of the participants. He covered things from
websites, to reputation management and highlighted ways you can
capitalize on your presence in the community.
“There is so much concern over the impression of declining piece
counts, “observed Blake, “but really it boils down to two things.
If you want to increase sales you either have to get a bigger piece
of the pie -- or make a bigger pie. We explored ways to do both
efﬁciently and cost effectively.”
“This was a terriﬁc program,” offered Cindy Kitchell of Bud’s
Fabricare, “and it is really refreshing to have CCA making a com-

mitment to education in the northern part of the state. I am really
looking forward to future programs.”
Blake focussed on marketing strategies including social media
marketing, networking, reputation management, and community
activism. He also demonstrated ways CCA and DLI help you in
putting those programs in place and maximizing your return on
investment for your marketing efforts.
“I really enjoyed the trip to CA,” offered Blake, “and I really enjoyed getting to meet many of the CCA members in the program
and then afterwards as I took an extra day to drive through areas of
the Bay area to meet members and prospective members.”
“One of the keys I really wanted to stress,” continued Blake, “is
that increasing sales is hard work, and it takes an investment to
really build your business. The investment isn’t always ﬁnancial -its sweat equity. You have to work it and be committed to it. Many
of the tools available to you are practically free, but you have to
invest the time. Much of what I featured are ways you can make a
difference with a small marketing budget.”
CCA is already planning future trips to the region. It’s Intensive
Management BootCamp is coming in October, and plans are under
development for a pressing class in January. Keep watch on www.
calcleaners.org for all the updated information on CCA events.

H UMA N R E SO URC E UPDAT E...

USCIS Releases Additional I-9 Form Update
U.S.
CITIZENSHIP
AND
IMMIGRATION
SERVICES HAS UPDATED THE FORM I-9
FOR
EMPLOYMENT
ELIGIBILITY VERIFICATION WHICH IS THE
SECOND REVISION IN
THE LAST YEAR.

SOME OF THE CHANGES INCLUDE:
Renumbering of List C items with the exception of the Social Security Card.
Consular Report of Birth Abroad (Form FS-240) has been added
to List C.
All the certiﬁcations of report of birth issued by the Department
of State including the Forms FS-545, DS-1350, and FS-240 have
been combined into selection #2 under List C.
Revision of the I-9 instructions to reﬂect an agency name change

which is now The Immigrant and Employee Rights Section (IER).
Employers may chose to complete all or parts of the information
electronically or print the blank form and enter information by
hand.
Link to the new Form I-9 and Instructions: https://www.uscis.
gov/i-9
The previous Form I-9 which contains the revision date of
11/14/16N can continue to be utilized for employment veriﬁcation
purposes through September 17, 2017. After that date all earlier
versions of the Form I-9 should not be used for veriﬁcation.

THE SEAY MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS TEAM
Please contact your Seay Management Consultant if you have any
questions about the completion of the Form I-9, or if you have any
other employment issue or challenges. Seay Management Consultants are under retainer by DLI to assist DLI/CCA members in
HR and Management issues. Members are invited to call 888-2456272, and the cost of initial conversations are included as part of
your membership!
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R EGULATORY A LERT. ..

New Minimum Wage Increases Took Effect July 1 in
many CA Cities: More increases on the Horizon
Written By Jibit Cinar, Esq., Cepkinian Cinar Law Group

AS I AM HOPING ALL
OF YOU KNOW, ON
JANUARY 1, 2017,
CALIFORNIA’S
MINIMUM WAGE FOR ALL
INDUSTRIES
WAS
RAISED TO $10.50
PER HOUR FOR EMPLOYERS WITH 26
OR MORE EMPLOYEES. THE MINIMUM
WAGE REMAINED $10.00 PER HOUR FOR EMPLOYERS
WITH 25 OR FEWER EMPLOYEES.

PASADENA

SAN FRANCISCO

SAN JOSE

California’s minimum wage schedule will continue to increase until the year 2023 when all employers will be obligated to pay their
employees $15.00 per hour.
There are, however, a number of local cities that have enacted their
own minimum wage rates for employees working within their
jurisdiction. Several of these local cities have enacted “tiered”
minimum wage requirements which are also based on a speciﬁed
number of employees. Below are some of the state’s major cities
that have enacted their own “tiered” minimum wage requirements,
most of which taking effect on July 1, 2017:

SAN MATEO

LOS ANGELES
SANTA MONICA

MALIBU

PALO ALTO

It is important to remember if the city where you operate your
business has adopted a higher minimum wage, you must pay your
employees the local wage where it is higher than the state or federal minimum wage rates.
Finally, all employees except for independent contractors are
bound by minimum wage laws. Please be sure that all independent contractors are appropriately classiﬁed as such, so as to avoid
claims of misclassiﬁcation.
If you have any concerns or questions regarding whether or not
your business is affected by one of the local minimum wage ordinances, please contact Jibit Cinar, Esq. directly at (714) 835-4529
or jibit@cclawgroup.net.
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IN CR EA S IN G MEM BERSHI P RO I.. .

Make the Most of Membership: Mystery Shopper
Written by Peter Blake, SEFA Executive Director

ARE YOU PUTTING YOUR
MEMBERSHIP
TO
GOOD
USE? ARE YOU MAXIMIZING
YOUR RETURN ON INVESTMENT FOR YOUR MEMBERSHIP DOLLAR?

The evaluation also includes evaluator observations, which are
identiﬁed, but not scored. For instance, was the customer asked
permission before being placed on hold? Finally, each evaluation
will include a brief summary highlighting the overall experience.

I sincerely hope you are, but if you
are like many members you get too
busy and things seem to slip through
the cracks and before you know it
a year has passed and you haven’t
used your membership as much as
you intended. This new series of articles are designed to make
sure you get the most from your membership. Six times a year we
will highlight one member service for you to use this month.

Scoring is based on a point system, with 100 points being the
highest score. Each question is evaluated with a yes or no and
rated from 1-5 indicating how strongly the evaluator believed the
CSR performed in a given area. For example: Did the CSR really
listen to what the customer had to say? Depending upon the response, the evaluator might have given the CSR a 3 indicating a
neutral response. In some cases the question is less subjective and
a yes answer will give the highest (5) rating while a no would give
a (0) rating. Scores will be tracked monthly and submitted for
your review. Some questions may be not applicable, in which case
an automatic (5) points is assigned to the question.

ENHANCE YOUR CUSTOMER SERVICE

IN-STORE EVALUATIONS

Phone Evaluation: Premier, 12 Free; Gold, 6 Free; Silver, 1 Free
On Site Evaluation: Premier, 2 Free; Gold 1 free

In order to eliminate this uncertainty and help cleaners ﬁnd and ﬁx
weaknesses in their services, DLI expanded its Mystery Shopper
program to include in-store visits. Visits will be handled by MarketWise Consulting Group, Inc., a professional mystery shopping
service provider.

The Secret Shopper Service helps you objectively evaluate your
Customer Service Representatives (CSR) on the phone. Customer service is one of the critical criteria customers look for
when choosing a plant and it occurs on the phone as well as in
person. You want to be sure your CSR is not chasing people away
instead of inviting them into your store. This program evaluates
the strengths and weakness of the CSR and point out areas where
additional training may be needed.

TELEPHONE EVALUATION
The evaluation contains four elements to evaluate and score the
CSR. The four scored elements include:
1.

The Greeting

2.

The Experience

3.

Employee Knowledge

4.

Focus Areas

The greeting reﬂects the impact of the initial contact and sets the
tone for the conversation. The experience element is indicative
of the customers’ overall experience throughout the entire conversation. For instance, was the customer given the feeling that
their business was genuinely appreciated? Employee knowledge
evaluates what the CSR brought to the conversation. Did the CRS
mention any additional services or ask follow up questions? And
ﬁnally, the focus area evaluates a particular aspect as part of your
business.
Current focus areas include: new to the neighbourhood, Wedding
Gowns, Household Items such as curtains and drapes, and other
services such as alterations, shoe repair, restoration, smoke damage, leather. We will also help evaluate the knowledge of promotions.
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“Customer service is the number one most important aspect of
your business,” said DLI CEO Mary Scalco. “By partnering with
an expert ﬁrm in that ﬁeld we are able to offer services above and
beyond what our original Mystery Shopper program could ever do.
By offering in-store visits we’re able to give you a better services.”
MarketWise was established in 1993 and provides market research
and competitive analysis. Industry-wide Peer Group Data Comparisons are published twice a year and are considered the benchmark for service standards. Nankervis is a columnist for American
Drycleaner magazine and a frequent speaker on industry issues.
MarketWise Consulting is a member of the Mystery Shopping
Providers Association (MSPA) and follows a code of ethics set
forth by the association to ensure professionalism when gathering
information about businesses.

DO IT NOW-- HERE’S HOW!
In order to access the Phone Evaluation Program, call DLI directly
at 800-638-2627.
To use the Mystery Shop In-Store Evaluation, you may call DLI
directly, or go to the main “Member’s Only” page on DLIOnline.
org. Select “Mystery Shop - In-Store Evaluation” from the main
listing, and you will be taken to MarketWise where you can ﬁll out
a brief questionnaire and begin the process. If you have any questions -- or need assistance call DLI at 1-800-638-2627.
Take Full Advantage of your Membership -- do it now!

R EGULATORY A SSI STA N CE...

Did the EPA Take Steps to End the Perc
Drycleaning Era?
Submitted By Steve Henshaw, President & CEO, EnviroForensics

THE UNITED STATES
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY
(EPA) HAS ANNOUNCED
A
PROPOSAL
THAT
WOULD BRING ABOUT
SWEEPING
CHANGES
TO THE DRYCLEANING
INDUSTRY. THE MEASURE IS A BAN ON THE
CHLORINATED SOLVENT
TRICHLOROETHYLENE
(TCE) BEING USED AS AN AEROSOL DEGREASER AND
AS A SPOTTING AGENT IN THE DRYCLEANING PROCESS.

diminishing clientele, difﬁculties getting funding for upgrades to
operations, loss of rental leases, and depressed property values.

This major announcement was the ﬁrst of its kind following this
year’s revisions to the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA).
Only two weeks ago, the EPA released their list of the ﬁrst ten
chemicals to be assessed under TSCA reform. Not only did the list
include TCE, but also tetrachloroethylene (PCE), which is another
one of the most commonly used drycleaning chemical.

In essence, the EPA may
fornia’s Perc Phase-out
have just brought the
balance of the nation date of 2023.”
up to speed with California’s Perc phase-out date of 2023. That gives Perc drycleaners
precious little time to devise an action plan on how to continue
operating their businesses beyond the ﬁrst quarter of the 21st Century, or alternatively, to get their business exit strategy ﬁnalized.

While TCE is used mainly as a pretreatment spot removing chemical in small volumes, PCE is used as a primary solvent in which
textiles are completely immersed during drycleaning. Those in
the fabric care industry commonly refer to PCE as Perc. Not all
drycleaners use Perc as their primary solvent, but many at least
still use TCE for spot removal. If the EPA follows suit and proposes a nationwide ban on the use of PCE, many Perc drycleaners could be in serious jeopardy of losing their business, not just
scrambling for a replacement spot remover. The cost to convert a
Perc drycleaning operation to one of the other available solvents
can be cost-prohibitive for small business owners.

COMPLETE LIST OF TOP 10
The amended TSCA required EPA to publish the entire list of ten
chemicals in the Federal Register by the end of 2016. At that time,
it triggered a statutory deadline to be established to complete risk
evaluations for these chemicals within three years. If it is determined that one of the chemicals presents an unreasonable risk to human health or the environment, EPA has only two years to address
the risk. Scoping documents for each chemical “In essence, the EPA
will be released by the
may have just brought
EPA within six months,
which should provide the balance of the nation
more details.

up to speed with Cali-

ABOUT ENVIROFORENSICS
Enviroforensics has been a long time CCA supporter and has
worked on numerous sites throughout the region and the country.
They are experts in remediation and in Insurance archeology.
Their approach has worked very well in the state -- and they outlined key strategies for working in the state.
For more information, contact Nancy Shields at 866-888-7911 or
via e-mail: info@enviroforensics.com.

USE OF PERC ON THE DECLINE

NEED COMPLIANCE ASSISTANCE?

The use of Perc has been losing favor slowly over time, especially
on the West Coast, as new toxicological data continue to show that
exposure to PCE is probably linked to an increase in risk of cancer.
California enacted law in 2007 that requires all Perc drycleaning to
be phased out by 2023. Historical (usually pre-EPA) drycleaning
practices have also resulted in an overabundance of environmental
releases to soil and groundwater, which are very costly to clean up,
result in a great deal of legal risk to the responsible parties, and
cause exposure concerns. The fallout for drycleaners has included

CCA has extensive resources for assisting you with all your compliance needs. Checklists are available for Federal EPA regulations as well as OSHA requirements.
If you have questions or need assistant, you are invited to call Peter
Blake at the CCA Ofﬁce,(916)239-4070, or via e-mail: peter@calcleaners.org.
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B US I NE S S DE V EL OPM EN T...

Dealing With Pricing Questions
Written by James Peuster, 21st Century Drycleaning

EVERY ONE OF US HAS HAD
TO APPROACH THE SALES
HURDLE WHEN IT COMES
TO THE PRICE OF AN ITEM.
THE CHALLENGE IS NOT TO
BECOME DEFENSIVE OR
EVASIVE WHEN ASKED HOW
MUCH THE COST OF DRY
CLEANING IS.
The ﬁrst gut reaction is “I am sorry,
but the... “ and “I know it is expensive but...”. We need to feel conﬁdent, realize what pricing structures represent true costs reﬂect our
labor intensive industry. Management needs to understand that,
and instill that same understanding to the employees.
Every sales person, whether it a route driver, salesperson, or a
front counter professional needs to be well versed in answering
the pricing issues.

10 WAYS TO LOOK AT QUESTIONS ON PRICING
1. Customers don’t buy features. They invest in outcomes. This is
why it is important to paint the beneﬁts of the service with the pain
and pain relief statements.
2. The most successful salespeople know that price is neither a
feature nor a beneﬁt.
3. Push yourself to move away from bringing up price in your
conversations with customers. Let them ask.
4. Get to the business of explaining how you can help the customer
with their desired needs and illustrate the convenience of the route.
5. No matter how low the price, if the product or service doesn’t
help the customer achieve their desired outcome, low price means
nothing.
6. If you can’t land the customer at the proﬁt margin your business plan is built upon, then that particular customer is not worth
having. Remember, your company must succeed in the long run.
7. Maintain a strong pipeline of prospective buyers. Follow-up

or fail.
8. Never attempt to close a sale until the customer has identiﬁed to
you the beneﬁts they want and the needs they have. Often this is
relayed to you with body language.
9. As tempting as it can be to close a sale quickly, the pressure of
the price discount is many times what emerges when you close too
early. Be patient.
10. Strive to know at least three customer needs or desired beneﬁts. Most of them are common, but look for triggers or clues at
the door.

OVERCOMING OBSTACLES
All 10 of these won’t occur at each presentation, but hold on to
some of them when the time is right and determine which one you
are struggling with.
There are many ways to handle difﬁcult questions, and pricing can
be some of the most uncomfortable, but it shouldn’t be. You need
to be conﬁdent, understand the rational of your pricing, and be
willing to discuss the issues with your customers.
If you have questions, or speciﬁc examples of pricing topics or
questions you have been asked about in the past -- let me know by
e-mailing CCA at Peter@calcleaners.org and we will feature some
of the questions and answers on www.clacleaners.org. Pricing
strategies can often be complex, and many small businesses ﬁnd
themselves struggling with how to implement a program.
CCA is also featuring a Management BootCamp in October in the
Oakland, CA area. One of the key concepts is understanding your
costs and what it costs you to produce a ﬁnished garment.

THE ROUTE PRO
James Peuster is a well known lecturer, management consultant,
and corporate trainer. He has spoken at CCA events and is wellknown management trainer.
For more information on Route Development, Customer Sales,
or business management, call 1-877-Dr Route or visit www.
theroutepro.com.

The Next California Cleaners Association Board Meeting
CCA Board Meeting,
West Los Angeles, CA
10:30 am - 3:00 pm on Sunday, October 22, 2017
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When is the last time you
updated your Facebook page?

With DLI’s new Effortless Social Media program, you won’t have to.

DLI finds and posts content for you. Weekly updates
keep your profile fresh and engaging with customers.
It’s that Easy.

www.DLIonline.org
800-638-2627

GO TO DLIONLINE.ORG/ESM OR CALL DLI FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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M E ET T HE CCA BOA R D ...

Diane Rue, EzProducts International
DIANE RUE HAS BEEN WITH EZPRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL INC FOR
20 YEARS, AND OVERSEES SALES
AND MARKETING OPERATIONS, I.T.
AND RUNS THE BUSINESS. Her husband Dave invents the products, and it is up
to her to market them. She loves to go to all
the industry trade shows and talk to present
customers and meet new people. They have
exhibited at all the Industry trade shows for
years and has been a long-time member of
CCA. EzProducts International proudly
manufactures their heat seal presses for personal clothing for the dry cleaning and laundry industries in the US. They also manufacture permanent text and barcode clothing
labels that are applied with presses.

BEHIND THE SCENES
Diane grew up in Oakwood, a suburb of
Dayton Ohio. All the schools were private
and the high school was a college-prep
school.
Her father was a dealer in exotic cars in (From top left, clockwise) Husband Dave with Ray
Dayton. The dealership sold Corvettes, Fer- Grifﬁn at their new facility, Diane in her BMW Z4, Diane
raris, Lamborghinis, Jaguars and a host of ready for work, and with Dave on his sailboat in Saraother rare and exclusive sports cars. That is sota when they ﬁrst met!
how she got her love for beautifully crafted,
high performance sports cars. On her 21st birthday, she bought a SETTING SAIL
red convertible Jaguar XKE. In exchange for the opportunity to She had sailed a bit in Ohio, but here in Sarasota she could sail
drive whatever car she liked each week, after school Diane washed almost every day in the Gulf of Mexico and Sarasota Bay as a voand waxed cars, changed oil and checked antifreeze for those cold lunteer ﬁrst mate on a charter sailboat. Diane met Dave Brown at
Ohio winters. She spent a great deal of time at the car lot and the marina. His sailboat was next to the charter sailboat she crewed
learned the ﬁne art of customer service by watching her father in on. His dog, a large black Labrador named Bosun, would grab her
action. She also learned the value of focusing on the individual shirt tail with his teeth and pull her over to Dave who happened to
needs of each customer, the essentials of follow-through, and the be in the cockpit of his sailboat every time she came back from a
cruise. He jokes about how long it took to train Bosun to do that.
importance of attention to detail.
She bought her ﬁrst home when she was 26 and ﬁxed it up and
sold it on her own without a realtor. This started her later interest
in real estate. After selling a beautiful corvette with special paint
(7 layers of pearlescent paint), she purchased a printing company
and became one of the ﬁrst women to own a successful printing
business in a primarily all-male industry, pioneering standards for
exceptional customer service including free pickup and delivery.
She served on the training and steering committee for the parent
corporation, developing and testing new ideas, technologies, and
sources of revenue.
She sold the business years later and moved to Sarasota Florida
where her parents lived. While there she got her Florida Real Estate license, which is still active today.
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Sailing became a passion and she mastered charts, navigation and
the electronics on boats. She spent the better half of 5 years sailing
the Caribbean. She accompanied by Dave, would deliver a charter
company’s sailboats back to their home ports after their customers
sailed the boats one way. Their farthest delivery was from Grenada
to St Pete Florida bringing a 50 foot sailboat back to its owner. Her
most exotic trip was sailing in Tahiti for a week though.
Two years ago Dave and she and crew sailed his 33ft Pearson sailboat from Sarasota FL to Montego Bay Jamaica. It is still at the
Montego Bay Yacht Club in a slip. Dave tries to go there once a
month, but Diane does not go that often as she runs the company.
She enjoys talking with and meeting EzProducts present and future customers and helping them solve their problems.
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3 HANGER SUPPLY CO.

FUJI STAR SHIRT SYSTEMS

R.R. STREETS & CO.

Hawthorne, CA
(887) 679-8800

Sylmar, CA
(818) 361-1066

Naperville, IL 60007
(800) 4STREETS

A.L. WILSON CHEMICAL CO.

FULTON BOILER WORKS

RETERRO INC

Kearny, NJ
(201) 997-3300

Pulaski, NY
(315) 298-5121

Livermore, CA
(925) 227-1192

ALBATROSS USA INC

GARMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

SANKOSHA

Los Angeles, CA
(800) 233-4468

Little Rock, AR
(501) 420-1682

Elk Grove Village, IL
(847) 427-9120

BECREATIVE360

GOLD STATE LAUNDRY SYSTEMS

SCANQ

Orange, CA
(949) 270-1609

Jerry Moore
(800) 941-6673

Jerry Moore
(800) 941-6673

CALCLEAN INC

GREENEARTH CLEANING

SEITZ “THE FRESH COMPANY”, INC

Orange, CA
(714) 921-1234

Kansas City, MO
(816) 926-0895

Tampa, FL
(813) 886-2700

CHEVRON PHILLIPS

HENDERSON INSURANCE AGENCY

SELECT RISK INSURANCE SERVICES

The Woodlands, TX
(800) 858-4327

Newport Beach, CA
(949) 863-0900

Long Beach, CA
(562) 216-9016

COLUMBIA/ILSA

HENDRICKS MECHANICAL

SIGMA GARMENTS FILMS

West Babylon, NY
(202) 723-7616

Fullerton, CA
(949) 633-9616

Rancho Dominquez, CA
(310) 344-2732

COMPASSMAX/MAINELINE COMPUTERS

ITSUMI USA, INC

SNA MANUFACTURE

Falmouth, ME
(800) 354-2525

Gardena, CA
(310) 532-0534

Acworth, GA
(678) 631-1010

COVERS ETC, INC

KLEEN-RITE, INC.

SPOT BUSINESS SYSTEM

Arlington, TX
(800)

St. Louis, MO
(314) 353-1712

Draper, UT
(801) 495-1200

DANIEL STEAM INC

KREUSSLER, INC

THE GREEN GARMENTO, LLC

Torrance, CA
(213) 926-9113

Tampa, FL
(813) 884-1499

Chatsworth, GA
(323) 512-2600

DROP LOCKER

KELLEHER EQUIPMENT SUPPLY INC

THE ROUTE PRO

San Francisco, CA
(805) 886-9445

Long Beach, CA
(562) 422-1257

Edgeton, MO
(816) 739-2066

ENVIROFORENSICS

LEONARD AUTOMATICS

UNIPRESS CORPORATION

Indianapolis, IN
(317) 972-7870

Denver, NC
(704) 483-9316

EZ PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL INC.

MEGS ENVIROTECH SOLUTION INC

Tampa, FL
(813) 623-3731
UNISEC/NY

Wauchula, FL
(877) 906-1818

Huntington Beach, CA
(714) 343-6109

Irvington, NJ
(973) 375-1111

EUROPEAN FINISHING EQUIPMENT

MEMORIES GOWN PRESERVATION

UNITED FABRICARE SUPPLY, INC

Secaucus, NJ ,
(201) 210-2247

Houston, TX
(866) 492-4696

FABRICARE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

METALPROGETTI US

Acwoth, GA
(770) 966-9323

Phoenix, AZ
(602) 944-2923

FABRITEC INTERNATIONAL

NORCHEM CORP.

Florence, KY
(859) 781-8200

Los Angeles, CA
(323) 221-0221

FIRBIMATIC

PACIFIC STEAM EQUIPMENT

Woodstock, IL
(815) 338-2355

Santa Fe Spring, CA
(562) 906-9292

Los Angeles, CA
(310) 537-2096
US WESTERN MULTITECH INC

Anaheim, CA
(714) 525-3616
WHITE CONVEYOR

Kenilworth, NJ
(908) 686-5700
YAMAMOTO JAPAN, INC

Smithville, MO
(816) 729-1223

PARKER BOILER COMPANY

Los Angeles, CA
(323) 727-9800
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Heat Seal Presses, Heat Seal Labels
and Genuine Rope-Ties
You Deserve the Best!

The Ultimate Heat Seal Machine
Proudly made in the U.S.A. • Built to OSHA standards

Toll Free

877.906.1818
www.ezpi.us
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Choose from 3 models, 7 different interchangeable
lower platens and single or dual heated platens
• Eliminate paper tags
with text and barcode
labeling solutions

• Operator Error Detections
• Only weighs 15 lbs

• Automatic fabric thickness • Ideal for retail countertops
adjustment
• Lifetime Free Technical
Support
• Small footprint

Genuine MBH Rope-Ties
Stop Shaking Out Shirts.
Save time. Save money.
Don’t be fooled by cheap inferior ones!

CALIFORNIA CLEANERS ASSOCIATION
A DRYCLEANING & LAUNDRY INSTITUTE
PARTNER
700 N. VALLEY ST, SUITE B PMB 69559
ANAHEIM, CA 92801

For up to date news and information,
visit us at www.calcleaners.org

2 YEAR
WARRANTY

